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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The LPC800 series of microcontrollers offers a range of low-power, space
efficient, low-pin-count options for basic microcontroller applications. Unique
to low-end devices, the LPC800 series MCUs include differentiated product
features, such as patent-approved State Configurable Timer (SCTimer/PWM),
giving embedded developers unprecedented design flexibility.
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Due to the low cost, some LPC800 series products have only a limited number
of UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter). In some
applications, all UARTs need to be used to communicate with external components/modules. In this case, there is no UART left
to be used for other applications such as debugging.
SCT is very flexible and it can be used to simulate a UART for solving this limitation.
NOTE
Although this solution is using SCT feature, it increases the loading on the Arm core relative to the real hardware
UART.

1.2 SCT
The SCTimer/PWM is a peripheral that is unique to NXP Semiconductors. It can operate like most traditional timers, but also
adds a state machine to give it a higher degree of configurability and control. This allows the SCT to be configured as multiple
PWMs, a PWM with dead-time control, and a PWM with reset capability, in addition to many other configurations that cannot be
duplicated with traditional timers. After the SCTimer/PWM is configured, it can run autonomously from the microcontroller core,
unless the SCTimer/PWM interrupt is enabled, which requires the core to service the interrupt.
The state variable is the main feature that distinguishes the SCTimer/PWM from other counter/timer/PWM blocks. Events can
be made to occur only in certain states and if certain conditions are satisfied. Events, in turn, can perform some actions. The
mechanism is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. SCT
For more details about SCT, see AN11538.
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1.3 UART
UART is an asynchronous serial communication protocol. The data is not synchronized with a clock, instead the data bits are
transmitted with pre-defined baud rate and also appended with synchronization start and stop bits. It uses two-wire interface (TX
and RX) to communicate between devices.
The simple UART packet is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Simple UART packet format

2 Implementation
This solution relies on a single SCT and its ability to toggle a dedicated pin, when needed, while monitoring another pin at the
same time.
Suggested software SCT UART supports transfer with format of 1 start bit, 8 data, and 1 stop bit, with no parity bits.
The state machine diagram for SCT UART is as follows. The 32-bit SCT counter is configured as two 16 bit counters named L
and H. L counter is used for receiving, H counter is used for sending.
As shown in Figure 3, the event 0 is used for sending. It can be triggered in all states so that the receiving and sending can be
at same time. The events 1,2, and 3 are used for receiving.
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Figure 3. State machine diagram for SCT UART

2.1 UART Send
SCT UART sending is simple. Event 0 generates an SCT period interrupt. The period is based on UART bit rate. The data is sent
in the SCT interrupt bit by bit, as shown in Figure 4.
Based on this mechanism, SCT outputs the complete UART data flow.

Figure 4. SCT UART sending
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2.2 UART Receive
UART data flow starts from the falling edge generated by the start bit. Therefore, to receive UART data, it is necessary to capture
the start bit and its falling edge. The Event 1 is used for implementing this function. When the falling edge is captured, use Event
2 to wait for a while to ensure that the signal level is stable. The SCT interrupt is generated periodically by Event 3. In the interrupt,
the level of the signal is monitored to decode the data.

Figure 5. SCT UART receiving

3 Example
3.1 Environment
3.1.1 Hardware environment
• Board
— LPC824 Xpresso (OM13071)
• Debugger
— Integrated CMSIS-DAP debugger on the board
• PC software
— PuTTY or similar UART terminal
• Miscellaneous
— 1 Micro USB cable
— USB to UART module
— PC
• Board Setup
— Connect the J2 D0(SCT UART TX) to USB to UART module’s RX; Connect J2 D1(SCT UART RX) to USB to UART
module’s TX. Then connect the USB to UART module to PC.
— Connect the micro USB cable between PC and J3 on the board for loading and running a demo.
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3.1.2 Software environment
• Tool chain
— Keil MDK
• Software package
— lpc824_sct_uart.zip

3.2 Steps and result
This example demonstrates SCT UART.
The basic steps are as follows:
1. Compile and download
Ensure that the hardware environment is set up as mentioned earlier. Compile the project located in lpc824_sct_uart
\Keil_Project and download into the board.
Open the terminal and configure communication protocol as 9600+8+N+1.
2. Run
Reset the board to run, by pressing the SW3 (reset) button on the board. The data can be entered on PC, the SCT UART
echoes the input data, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Results printed on terminal
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